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PlanetVision Theme: Energy → Adjust Heating and Cooling → Improve Hot Water Efficiency  
 
Title: Water Heater Insulation Challenge 
 
Introduction 

Water heaters are important components of many households. However, many water heaters, 
particularly older models, are not properly insulated and lose energy from ambient heat loss 
through their tank walls. To reduce this wasted energy use, insulation blankets can be installed 
on these water heaters. These insulation blankets help trap heat, which lowers the ambient heat 
loss. Not only does this help the environment by reducing energy consumption, but it also helps 
households save money on their energy bills. The purpose of this activity is to have participants 
compete to install an insulation blanket around a water heater and learn how easy it can be to 
save money and energy. 
 
Example Docent Language 

“Welcome! Would you like to learn more about saving energy? Great! To start, do you know 
what this is? That’s right! It’s a water heater, which heats, supplies, and distributes hot water 
throughout your home. Did you know that many water heaters waste energy? How much energy 
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is your water heater wasting? Insulating your water heater could cut standby heat loss by 
25%-45%. That could save you 7%-16% of your annual water-heating bill. Want to learn how to 
insulate your water heater? It is actually pretty easy; you just need a few simple tools and a 
friend to help you install an insulation blanket. You can even compete with your friends right 
here at the California Academy of Sciences to see who can install an insulation blanket the 
fastest!”  
 
Activity Description 
This activity will have guests learn how to lower the temperature of their water heater and install 
an insulation blanket to reduce wasted energy through unnecessary heat loss. To do this, there 
will be two components to the activity. First, a toolkit containing the necessary tools for the 
blanket installation will be displayed on a table, and guests will be asked questions about what 
they could use the tools for. After being given some basic information about how much they 
could save by lowering their water heater temperature and insulating it if it does not have proper 
current insulation, guests will then compete to install an insulation blanket on a model water 
heater. Guests will be divided into two groups, and each group will compete with each other to 
see who can install the blanket on the model water heater the fastest.  
 
For the first part of the activity, museum guests are provided with a closed toolbox that holds the 
materials needed to complete an energy-saving project at home. The visitor is asked to guess 
which energy-saving DIY home project it is used for and can guess from their own knowledge, 
experience, and inferences from the materials inside the box; or, the museum docent can 
present a list of possible home projects from which to choose. The actual “toolkit” will hold the 
materials to insulate a water heater tank. This activity can also be extended to include toolkits 
for different energy-saving home projects. For example, insulating your hot water heater seems 
less intimidating when the tools such as a measuring tape or blanket are simple and more 
recognizable. Docents can also highlight the quick return on investment (ROI) from energy bill 
savings, low to no cost of materials, and curbed carbon emissions from these projects. They can 
encourage guests to visit energy.gov to learn more and take the next steps. 
 

Example list of energy-saving home projects: 
● Lower water-heating temperature 
● Insulate hot water pipes 
● Seal air leaks with caulk 
● Air seal windows and doors with weatherstripping 
● Insulate your water heater tank 
● Build an attic stairs cover box 
● Insulate and air seal floors over unconditioned garages 

 
For the second part of the activity, participants will compete to install an insulation blanket 
around a water heater. Participants will be divided into two teams and given supplies (insulation 
blanket, foil spacers, and instructions) to install the insulation around their water heater. If there 
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are extra participants, one or two of them could be provided with stopwatches to record the time 
of the two teams. The participants will then follow the provided instructions to insulate their 
water heater and compete to see which team can correctly install the insulation blanket first. 
There are five main components to the installation 1) participants must check whether the water 
heater is warm to the touch, 2) participants need to turn off the water heater, 3) participants will 
lower the temperature of the water heater, 4) participants need to add foil spacers around the 
top and bottom of the water heater, and 5) participants will wrap the insulation blanket around 
the water heater. When a team finishes their installation, the docent should check the water 
heater to make sure that the blanket was properly installed. Whichever team finishes first (with a 
correctly installed insulation blanket) wins the competition. 
 
Activity Materials 
(1) Table 
(1) Red toolbox (filled with “toolkit” items listed below to insulate a water heater tank at home) 

● (1) Pair of scissors 
● Insulation blanket material 
● (1) Tape measure 
● A helper: Free, but remember to say “thank you”! (you’ll need four hands to complete 

this DIY home project)  
○ This can be represented in the toolbox with a laminated picture of a 

helper/person, or with a pair of “helping hands” 
● (1) Marker 
● (1) Pair of gloves and (1) dust mask (if needed, i.e. working in an enclosed area) 
● Foil tape  

(2) Model water heaters 
● Instant hand warmers or heating pads can be attached to the insides directly (ex. 

with duct tape) or placed in a small inside compartment 
(2) Table cloths (to hide model hot water heaters before use) 
(2) Insulation blankets (reflective foil; not fiberglass interior) 
(2) Foil spacers 
(2) “Insulate Your Water Heater Challenge” Instructions 
(2) Stopwatches 
(1) Picture of a water heater (if model water heaters are used for the activity) 
 
Optional: 

● Laptop or iPad with link to the www.energy.gov website for more fast facts, videos, and 
tips on energy-saving projects for visitors to explore, or for docents to share with 
museum guests 

● List of 3-5 possible energy-saving DIY home projects (include pictures and translations 
into multiple languages) 
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Activity Set-Up 

On one side (or in the middle) of a table should be the toolbox which participants will open and 
explore the contents. Either on one side of the toolbox or with the toolbox in between should be 
two (model) water heaters. If the water heaters are too large, they can instead be placed on the 
floor. The water heaters should have a hot pad placed on the inside to produce heat, which can 
be felt by the participants. If actual water heaters are used and it is not possible to apply heat 
beforehand, this part of the activity could be excluded and instead talked about by the docent.  
 
In addition to the water heaters, insulation materials, instructions, and stopwatches are also 
needed. Insulation materials and installation instructions should be separated into two 
containers or piles and left under the table until they are needed. Then, each set of materials 
should be given to each competing team. After each team successfully installs the blankets, it is 
important to reset the water heaters and materials to prepare for the next group.  
 
Example Q & A (during the activity) 
Questions from Docent: 

What kind of water heater do you have at home? 
● Gas, electric, tankless, solar, etc. 

What do you think the foil spacers do? 
● There are different kinds of insulation blankets. This type does not have 

fiberglass inside it, so instead the spacers create a pocket of air to help trap heat.  
Questions from Participants: 

Can I install an insulation blanket on any water heater? 
● No. You only want to install an insulation blanket on a water heater that does not 

have proper insulation. If you touch the water heater and it feels warm, it likely is 
not properly insulated. You can also check the manual to find the R-value of your 
water heater, which is a measurement of the tank’s insulation. If it is below 24, 
your tank could benefit from insulation. You can also call your utility company and 
check with them. Some utility companies will even sell low cost insulation 
blankets or install one for you at low to no cost.  

Is there a difference in efficiency between electric, gas, and tankless water heaters? 
Why do I need to lower the temperature of the water heater? 

● For electric water heaters with insulation blankets, you do not want to set the 
thermostat over 130℉. This is because the wiring could overheat. 

● Some manufacturers set the default water heater temperature to 140℉, though 
households usually only require them to be set around 120℉. Lowering the 
temperature can result in more energy savings. 

○ If your dishwater does not have a booster heater or you have a 
suppressed immune system or chronic respiratory disease, you may 
consider leaving the water heater at 140℉, as there is a slight risk of 
promoting legionella bacteria in tanks at 120℉. This level is still safe for 
the majority of the population.  
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Learning Objectives 
To provide specific and simple ways for participants to perform DIY projects at home that will 
conserve energy and save money. 
 
Insulating your water heater tank 

Project Level: Medium 
Energy Savings: 7%-16% annually 
Time to Complete: 1.5 hours 
Overall Cost: $30 
ROI = ~1 year 
Life expectancy of a hot water heater: 8-12 years 
Cost of Toolkit Items: 

○ A helper: Free, but remember to say “thank you”! (you’ll need four hands to 
complete this DIY home project) 

■ This can be represented in the toolbox with a laminated picture of a 
helper/person, or with a pair of “helping hands” 

○ Tape measure: $3 
○ Marker: $1 
○ Scissors: $2 
○ Water heater insulating blanket kit: as low as $19 (or less if you only need the 

blanket) 
○ Gloves and a dust mask (if needed, i.e. working in an enclosed area): $3 for 1 

pair of work gloves, $3.50 for a 4-pack of dust masks 
○ Electrical or other tape (tape comes with most insulation blanket kits): $2 for 

electrical tape 
○ Total Cost: $33.50 (or likely less if people already have some of these materials 

at home!) 
 

Post-Activity Conclusion and Solutions 
“Good job! By insulating your water heater, you can save $20-45 per year while helping the 
environment. Reducing the temperature of your water heater saves you even more. Water 
heaters are normally set at 140°F, but most households usually only require them to be at 
120°F. Having your water heater temperature set too high can waste $36-61 annually. You can 
also insulate pipes to reduce further wasted heat and save even more on your energy bill. 
Besides insulating your water heater, there are many other easy and affordable do-it-yourself 
home projects out there that can save energy and money on electricity bills. Many people often 
assume that these personal actions are much more difficult, costly, and time-consuming than 
they actually are. But, as you just learned, many of these actions are actually fairly easy and 
inexpensive. If you would like to learn about more DIY sustainability activities please visit 
planetvision.com or energysaver.gov.” 
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Extension Activities 

Check out additional energy-saving tips at www.planetvision.com and www.energysaver.gov. 

 
References 
“Savings Project: Insulate Your Water Heater Tank.” Department of Energy, U.S. Department of 

Energy, www.energy.gov/energysaver/services/do-it-yourself-energy-savings-projects/ 
savings- project-insulate-your-water. 

“When to Replace a Water Heater.” Lowe's, Lowe's, 2018, www.lowes.com/projects/repair-and- 
maintain/when-to-replace-a-water-heater/project. 
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PlanetVision Theme: Us → Think Before You Buy and Think Before You Throw Away  
 
Title: Choose Your Own Adventure! Beverage Container Edition 
 
Introduction 

What goes into making a glass bottle? Or a plastic cup? How about a compostable one? 
Depending on the material, various amounts of resources are needed to produce a plastic, 
glass, or compostable cup to hold your favorite drink. This activity focuses on exploring the 
hidden costs associated with making these containers and explores the idea of doing a “life 
cycle assessment” for these materials. As part of this activity, guests will learn about how much 
resources (such as energy or water) and environmental impacts (such as pollution) may go into 
each step of a beverage container’s life cycle (steps include raw material extraction, production, 
use, and disposal). They will also learn that some products are part of the linear economy/life 
cycle (i.e. are not recycled) while others are part of the circular economy (i.e. can be recycled 
and reused). 
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Example Docent Language 
“Think of a beverage that you enjoy. Maybe it’s wine, beer, coffee, soda, water, or something 
else...Now think of what kind of container that beverage may come in. Is it a glass bottle, 
aluminum can, or even a stainless steel bottle? Have you ever thought about what goes into 
making a glass bottle? Or a plastic cup? How about a compostable one? Depending on the 
material, various amounts of resources are needed to produce a plastic, glass, or compostable 
cup to hold your drink. Want to learn more by choosing your own adventure? Select a beverage 
container card, and let’s explore it’s life cycle: from (1) gathering the resources you think you’ll 
need to make your container, to (2) choosing a process to create it, to (3) selecting how many 
times you’d be likely to use it, to finally (4) discovering the fate of your container’s disposal. As 
you go along, there’s some information on the back of the cards that will help guide you through 
your journey. At each step, you can check to see if you’re on the right track by matching the 
picture of your container to the mini icon of your container on the back and bottom right of each 
card. Let the adventure begin! You can start by collecting the number of resources indicated on 
the back of your ‘Choose Your Container’ card. Good luck!” 
 
Activity Description 
Guests will participate in a “choose your own adventure” card activity that explores the life cycle 
of different beverage containers, including plastic cups, compostable plastic cups, boxed water, 
glass bottles, stainless steel bottles, and aluminum cans. The LCA card activity will be set up on 
a table. Guests will start by choosing a particular beverage container in which they are 
interested and then will have to follow the life cycle of that container.  
 
After choosing their container, participants will pick resources needed to create the container. 
Information provided on the back of their beverage card will indicate how many resource cards 
they need. Additionally, beverage container icons on the back of each resource card will 
indicate whether participants chose the correct resource(s) for their container. After completing 
the resource gathering stage of the life cycle, participants will need to choose the correct 
manufacturing method to produce their container. For example, participants would need to 
choose thermoforming to create their plastic beverage containers. After creating their container, 
participants would move on to the next part of the life cycle, which is use. Participants will have 
the option of using their container a few different numbers of times, ranging from single use to 
using the container 500 times. Not all containers can be used multiple times, so participants will 
need to check (by finding the correct icon on the back of the card) to make sure they choose an 
applicable use card for their container. 
 
After using their container, participants will move on to the final stage of the container’s life 
cycle, which is disposal. To add some randomness into the activity, participants will be given an 
envelope for the disposal stage which contains multiple disposal methods including incineration, 
landfill, and recycling. Participants will randomly select one disposal method to find out the final 
fate of their container. 
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On the back of each of the LCA cards is information about that particular life cycle stage. This 
includes general information as well as some environmental impacts of that life cycle stage. 
Participants can read the cards during their adventure to learn more about the different stages 
in the overall life cycle of their chosen container. The back of each card also contains icons of 
which beverage containers are able to make use of that card, so participants can double check 
that they have chosen correctly.  
 
Activity Materials  
(1) Table: A large table is needed to accommodate all of the LCA cards 
(1) LCA card set (60 cards minimum) - Cards could be duplicated to accommodate more 

participants 
● 5 Title cards (Choose Your Container, Gather Your Resources, Create Your 

Container, Use Your Container, and Dispose of Your Container) 
● 6 Beverage containers (Boxed Water, Aluminum Can, Plastic Cup, Glass Bottle, 

Stainless Steel Bottle, and Compostable Plastic Cup) 
● 14 Resource cards [(4) Crude Oil, (1) Corn, (1) Sugarcane, (1) Silica Sand, (1) Trees, 

(3) Bauxite, (2) Iron Ore, and (1) Chromium Ore] 
● 6 Manufacturing cards [(2) Thermoforming, (1) Can Manufacturing, (1) Molten Glass 

Molding, (1) Paper Manufacturing, and (1) Argon Oxygen Decarburization) 
● 11 Use cards [(6) Use 1 Time, (3) Use 3 Times, (1) Use 50 Times, and (1) Use 500 

Times] 
● 18 Different disposal cards [(6) Landfill, (6) Incineration, (1) Commercial Composting, 

(1) Plastic Recycling, (1) Aluminum Recycling, (1) Glass Recycling, (1) Steel 
Recycling, and (1) Boxed Beverage Recycling] 

(6) Small brown envelopes to hold disposal fate cards (labeled for each beverage container) 
(1) 4 Steps of a Container’s Life Cycle title card 
 
Activity Set-Up 
The LCA cards are needed to set up this activity. These cards will be laid out on a table for 
participants to be able to choose card(s) for each stage of their beverage container’s life cycle. 
There should be five columns of cards across the table, with their respective card titles 
indicating the start of each step. The first column should contain the Choose Your Container 
step. Underneath the label of Choose Your Container, there should be six different beverage 
container options in any order (plastic cup, compostable cup, boxed water, aluminum can, glass 
bottle, and stainless steel bottle). These cards are color coded with a black outline. The next 
column should contain the cards for the Gather Your Resources step. This step is color coded 
blue and contains all the raw materials needed to create the different containers (i.e. crude oil 
from Saudi Arabia, corn from Illinois, etc.).  
 
The third column should contain the Create Your Container step, which is color coded with red 
cards. This column should contain all the manufacturing cards (such as thermoforming and can 
manufacturing). The fourth column of cards should contain the third life cycle step, Use Your 
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Container. This column of cards is color coded purple and contains the different number of uses 
for the containers. Some containers can only be used once, while others can be used multiple 
times.  
 
The final column of cards for the LCA activity will be for the last step of the container’s life cycle, 
which is disposal. For step 4, Dispose of Your Container, envelopes containing multiple disposal 
methods will be placed underneath the Dispose of Your Container title card. Each envelope 
relates to one type of beverage container and contains three potential disposal methods: landfill, 
incineration, and recycling (material is specific to the beverage container).  
 
Example Q & A (during the activity)  
Questions from Docent: 

Why do you think you might need plastic to produce the glass bottle?  
● To make the bottle cap liner and/or the bottle label 

How about the boxed water - why might you need plastic to make it? 
● The cap is made of plastic, and a plastic liner is used as a finish on the inside of 

the carton. 
Were you surprised by a resource that you needed for your container? 

● Plastic for the stainless steel bottle, because the cap is made from plastic 
● I never knew aluminum was made from bauxite (i.e. aluminum ore)! 
● I didn’t realize so many ingredients were used to make stainless steel! 

Questions from Participants: 
Where is the aluminum in the boxed water container?! 

● There is often an aluminum pull-tab located under the plastic cap. 
Can my compostable plastic cup go into my compost pile at home? 

● No, but they can be composted at a commercial composting facility. 
Can I recycle my compostable plastic cup? It looks just like a regular, clear plastic cup. 

● Most places in the U.S. cannot recycle compostable cups.  
 
Learning Objectives 
Life Cycles: When thinking about the overall environmental impacts of different objects, it is 
important to think about their entire life cycle. The goal of this activity is to teach participants 
about the concept of a life cycle assessment and to think about all the different stages that go 
into producing something simple such as a beverage container.  
 
Environmental Impacts: Each step of the life cycle for the different containers has information 
about some of the environmental impacts associated with that step, which will teach participants 
about some of the overall environmental impacts for creating the different beverage containers.  
 
Circular vs. Linear Economy: Another learning objective for the activity is to introduce 
participants to the concept of a circular instead of linear economy. For linear economies, objects 
are used and then disposed of by either going to a landfill or being incinerated. Instead of 
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focusing on linear economies, participants should think about how to have a more circular 
economy for different items, which would involve reusing or recycling the items so that their 
overall environmental impact is reduced.  
 
Post Activity Conclusion and Solutions 
“Great job completing the life cycle of your container! Do you want to share the life cycle of your 
container with the rest of the group? Did anything surprise you about your container’s life cycle? 
What was everyone’s final disposal method? Did your container end up in a circular or linear 
economy? If your container ended up being incinerated or tossed in a landfill, then it ended up 
as part of a linear economy or life cycle, which means that the container was produced, used, 
and then thrown away. If your container was recycled, it contributed to a circular economy, 
which means that the materials from the container were reused to produce something else. This 
helps reduce the environmental impact of making the container because materials used to 
produce the container continue to be used instead of being discarded and wasted.”  
 
Extension Activities 
Check out other sustainability tips at www.planetvision.com. 
 
References 
(See LCA Cards slide notes for hyperlinks to web references) 
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PlanetVision Theme: Energy → Get Smart About Electricity  
 
Title: Phantom Energy Ghost Hunt! 
 
Introduction 
Phantom energy has many names, including standby power, vampire draw, ghost load, and 
leaking electricity. Whatever its name, the concept is the same: when electronic devices are 
plugged in, they continue to draw small amounts of energy, even when they are switched off or 
in standby mode. The phantom energy draw from individual electronic devices may be small, 
but it can quickly add up. This causes households to waste energy, which harms the 
environment and costs money. The purpose of this activity is to teach participants about the 
concept of phantom energy and have them explore the amount of phantom energy drawn by 
various common electronic devices. Certain devices, particularly if they have large LCD 
displays, tend to draw more phantom energy. After completing the activity, they will also learn 
about a few methods to employ to reduce their own phantom energy consumption.  
 
Example Docent Language 
“Interested in going on a ghost hunt? How about one for phantom energy draw! Have you heard 
of phantom energy before? It is the amount of energy used by our electronic devices when 
they are plugged in but not in use. Which appliances in your home do you think use the most 
phantom energy? Want to help us find the phantom energy of these electronic devices? You 
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can use what’s called a Kill-A-Watt meter. This special device will help you measure the 
phantom energy in Watts drawn by each device. Which devices do you predict will draw the 
least and most phantom energy?” 

 
Activity Description 
Participants will conduct a mini-phantom energy ghost hunt by measuring and recording the 
phantom energy draws of various devices displayed on a table. To start, a docent will give 
participants a quick introduction about phantom energy and the current amount of money lost 
due to this wasted energy. The docent will then give a demonstration on how to use a 
“Kill-A-Watt” meter (by plugging the Kill-A-Watt into an outlet and then plugging an electrical 
device into the Kill-A-Watt). Afterwards, participants will use the “Kill-A-Watt” to measure the 
phantom energy draw of the various appliances on the table. Participants can compare the 
phantom energy draw of the different devices to see which ones use the most or least phantom 
energy. The docent will then provide more information about phantom energy and simple 
solutions that guests could take to reduce the phantom energy draw in their own household.  
 
Activity Materials 
(1) Table 
(1) Outlet: electricity is needed for this activity 
(1) Power strip 
(5) Electronic devices (select from the example list below) 

● TV or monitor 
● Laptop 
● Printer 
● Cell phone with charger 
● Coffee maker 
● Game consoles (i.e. PlayStation, Nintendo) 
● Desktop computer 
● Audio system 

(1) Kill-A-Watt meter (up to 3) 
(1) Clipboard or mini dry erase board with dry erase marker and eraser to record data 
(1) Laminated information sheet about phantom energy draw 
 
Activity Set-up 
For this interactive, approximately 5 electronic devices will be set up on a table. These devices 
will include such appliances as a printer, laptop (potentially a new and old model), TV, cell 
phone charger, and coffee maker. However, these appliances could be switched with whatever 
devices are currently available. A data sheet or white board could also be set up for participants 
to be able to record their data. The last item needed is a “Kill-A-Watt” meter for participants to 
measure the phantom energy drawn from the devices. Potentially multiple “Kill-A-Watt” meters 
could be available so more than one participant would be able to measure phantom draw at a 
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time. Also displayed on the table could be laminated information sheets with data about the 
phantom energy draw of various household devices. 
 
Example Q & A (during the activity) 
Questions from Docent: 

Can you predict and rank the 5 electronic devices in front of you from lowest to highest  
phantom energy draw? 

Were you surprised by the amount of phantom energy draw from any of the devices? 
Questions from Participants: 

How much does phantom energy add to energy bills? 
● It costs about $165 per U.S. household on average every year (about $1.00 per 

year in electricity for every watt of always-on load) 
● In Northern California, always-on but inactive devices cost the average 

household between $210 and $440 (between $1.30 and $2.60 per year for every 
watt of always-on load) 

Is there a difference in phantom energy between AC and DC power supplies? 
How does phantom energy of devices compare in other countries that have different  

outlets than the U.S. (i.e. different currents, voltages, and switches to turn off  
individual outlets when not in use)? 
 

Learning Objectives 
Phantom Energy: Even when a device is turned “off” or in standby mode, it can still be using 
electricity. This electricity consumption is known as phantom energy or leaking electricity. It is 
wasted energy, because the device is not currently being used. Not only does this waste money 
on electricity bills, but it can also harm the environment. This activity teaches participants about 
the concept of phantom energy to encourage them to try and reduce their phantom energy 
consumption at home. 
 
Using a Kill-A-Watt: To measure phantom energy consumption, a device known as a Kill-A-Watt 
meter can be used. This activity teaches participants how to use a Kill-A-Watt meter to 
encourage them to conduct their own phantom energy ghost hunt at home.  
 
Post-Activity Conclusion and Solutions 

“Well done and congratulations on successfully completing your ghost hunt! Which devices had 
the highest and lowest phantom energy draw? Do you use any of these appliances at home? 
Were you surprised by the phantom load of any of these devices? How does the phantom 
energy draw of “off” devices compare to devices that are turned “on” or in standby mode? Does 
it make a difference if those devices have a digital screen? Now that you know more about 
phantom energy, how might you reduce phantom energy in your own home? Unplugging 
devices when not in use is a good start. You can also plug one or multiple devices into a power 
strip for easy, one-touch turn-off of devices and chargers when they are not in use. Placing 
these power strips in easy to reach and conveniently accessed places, such as on a desktop, 
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can also make it easier to turn them off. And remember, if you are going on a vacation or a 
business trip, unplug your electronics for extra energy savings.” 
 
Extension Activities 

Try using a “Kill-a-Watt” meter at home to find and fix your biggest phantoms! (~$12 at your 
local home appliance store, or check one out from your local library). Also, check out the 
at-home phantom energy ghost hunt resources on www.planetvision.com.  
 
Additional Resources 

● Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) statistics and reports 
● A map or figure of a home with lift up panels over pictures of common electronic 

appliances in each room that lets visitors “discover” the amount of phantom energy in 
watts used by each device. 
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